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What’s New on
Up To Date

Balance Point & Elec Heaters
Hybrid Heat (2 videos)

TARP

Real World Situations (7 videos)

The popular Sigler Club is

(the password is swd)

new and improved! It’s

Carrier’s furnace assembly line in
Indianapolis, Indiana

now called Totaline
• Advantage Rewards
Program (TARP) and
features rewards from
Amazon.com on everyday
Totaline aftermarket parts
purchases.
Carrier Scholarship
As a Carrier dealer, you
have the opportunity to
help your college-bound
student fund their future.
Info: http://bit.ly/2GzxZdY
App: http://bit.ly/2GBPP04
The Carrier Scholarship
application is due May 31.
Good luck!
Wells Fargo Financing
Haven’t tried financing
because it’s too
expensive? To get you
started, Carrier is paying
4% of the cost of Plan
3016 to give you some
extra power at the kitchen
table. This promotion can
be combined with Cool
Cash but it expires on
June 30, 2019.

Fan Energy Rating Results in New Products
In 2014, the United States Department of
Energy established the first national
efficiency standard targeting a specific
product component – residential furnace
fans.
The new Fan Energy Rating
formula specifies a maximum energy
rating that varies based on the airflow
provided by the furnace fan. For gas
furnaces and small packaged units, the
new standards target a significant 46%
watt reduction over a standard equipment
with a PSC motor. The FER value is
different for each furnace model, requiring
every model to be re-designed for FER
compliance.
Move forward five years and we’re here.
As of July 3, 2019, no equipment
manufacturer will be able to produce
equipment that does not comply with
FER.
Carrier engineers have been
working hard and are ready to go with a
complete line-up of new furnaces and
small packaged products.
Product transitions are never easy, but
Sigler
Wholesale
Distributors
is
committed to making this one as easy as
possible.
Frequent updates will be

available showing product availability of
both the old and the new equipment.
There is no price increase from a
comparable product today with an ECM
motor, but there is a significant price
difference when comparing today’s
product with a PSC motor and the new
product with an ECM motor. Below is a
summary of the changes:
90% Furnaces
59MN7A  59MN7B
59TN6A  59TN6B
59TP6A  59TP6B
59SP5A & 59SC5A  59SC5B
59SP2A & 59SC2C  59SC2D
80% Furnaces
58CVX  58TN1A
58CTY  58TP1A
58STX, 58DLX & 58PHY  58SB1A
Payne Furnaces
PG95SAS & PG92SCS  PG95ESAA
PG8JAA  PG80ESLA
Small Packaged Product
48VGNB  48VGNC
48VLNC  48VLNE

For more information, check out www.SiglerNorCal.com

Sigler

Wholesale Distributors
The Products You Need
The Value You Deserve

Concord
1920 Mark Court, #100
p - 925.825.1540
e - CNCorders@siglers.com
Celeste Wolf x8507
Steven Anello x8509
Catie Bier x8516
Steve Moorhead x8501
Ofelia Norwood x8505
Jeff Padilla x8502
Linda Randall x8311
Adam Winship x8512
San Jose
1070 Commercial St, #106

Featured Products

I
Known for having “Nothing but Heavy
Duty,” Milwaukee tools are the best value
you can find. With more than 60 different
items in stock, Sigler Wholesale
Distributors is your best source for
Milwaukee Tools. Here’s a list of some of
the items that are in stock today with
prices that rival all of the big box stores.
compact blower ▪ jobsite fan ▪ pliers
heated jacket ▪ compact USB flashlight
LED lantern ▪ hammer drill ▪ angle drill
hackzall ▪ AC/DC charger ▪ jobsite radio
compact drill / impact driver kit ▪ sawzall
ductwork blade ▪ extra battery pack
utility knife ▪ nut driver ▪ tubing cutters
tape measure ▪ tool box ▪ marker
compact organizer ▪ drill bits ▪ nut driver
right angle attachment ▪ and more!

p - 408.453.3300
e - SAJorders@siglers.com
Vidal Lara x8308
Mimi Garcia x8336
Mike Ha x8305
Ann Martinez x8329
Jose Rodriguez x8335
Bill Sperbeck x8302
Kahlid Wabli x8337
South San Francisco
229 Littlefield Avenue, #4
p - 415.330.6600
e - SSForders@siglers.com
Debbie Russitano x8412
Pete Martinez x8406
Tricia Maychrowitz x8404
Adonis Segrove x8407
Regional Manager
Jon Malkovich x8500
Technical Support
Greg Sanchez x8405
Pat Burke x8334
Marketing
Sabrina Sahota x8514
Credit & Accounting
Emily Wohlf (a-q) x5158
Brenda Habben (r-z) x5326

CPS Link is a powerful, easy-to-use
application that connects multiple CPS
and AAB wireless sensors together at one
time to create the world’s most
comprehensive diagnostic measurement
system. The flexibility of this patented
system enables users to add sensors as
required to perform quick one-step
measurement tasks or more complex full
home, facility or system diagnostics with
analytics. For some ideas about what is
possible when you own smart, connected
tools, download the free app from the App
Store or Google Play.
A variety of high quality CPS Link wireless
sensors, manifolds, gauges, scales and
airflow meters are available from Sigler
Wholesale Distributors. During the month
of May, get 10% off on all CPS products!
This includes CPS Link products, but also
their complete line of recovery machines,
pumps, gauges, manifolds, hoses, fittings
and more. Check out the online videos for
information about all CPS products at
www.cpsproducts.com/training-center.

Technical Tips
Q: It’s servicing time, what coil cleaners should I use on aluminum tube coils?
When it comes to coil cleaners there
are 3 distinct challenges - will it work,
will it cause harm to the coil material,
and is it environmentally safe. For
many years with copper tube
aluminum fin coils you probably used a
mild detergent and rinsed it thoroughly.
This also holds true for aluminum tube
coils, but then someone is bound to
say “define mild detergent”.
So, if you want to keep one product on
your truck that will handle both indoor
and outdoor coils, aluminum tube or
copper tube, try the Totaline
Environmentally Sound Coil Cleaner
(P902-0301) or Simple Green Aircraft
& Precision Cleaner (13406).

If you are of the belief that you need
something different for indoor coils and
outdoor coils (and there is some merit
to that), than Nu-Calgon has the
products that will do the trick. Evap
Green (4191-08) works well for indoor
coils, while Cal-Green (4190-08) takes
care of outdoor coils, aluminum or
copper tube.
As with any chemical product, follow
manufacturer’s recommendation for
application and use. Ensure you rinse
coils thoroughly with clean water after
using any chemical cleaner. Last but
not least, make sure you let the
homeowner know you are using an
environmentally safe product.

